Greetings from the APPA Secretariat in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

APPA would like to inform all its affiliates, that JARING, the Malaysian internet service provider that APPA had subscribed to for more than a decade, will cease operation on August 21st, 2015.

Therefore, please kindly be informed that for current and future e-mail correspondence, APPA had through its IT expert created a G-mail account (fairosappa2012@gmail.com) to replace the JARING e-mail.

Currently, the JARING e-mail is also experiencing daily technical breakdown.

All APPA affiliates, friends, colleagues and contacts can now begin using the APPA G-mail account (fairosappa2012@gmail.com) to correspond, liaise and update APPA on paediatric matters, conferences and issues on child health care relevant to the Asia Pacific region and beyond.

Thank you very much for your attention in this matter.

Kind regards,
Fairos Nazri, Executive Secretary, APPA, on behalf of The APPA Secretariat in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia